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New Method of Calculation of Long-term Deflection in the 2012 Standard 
Specification for Concrete [Design] 

 
1 Background to the Revised Method of Calculation 
 
 The conventional method of calculating the long-term deflection was to model a structural member 

as a single linear member, and to calculate the long-term displacement and deformation based on the 
creep strain using a linear creep law. However, E. Witchkreangkrai et al. reported that the deflection 
of long span PC bridges exceeds the design values and continues to increase1). It has become clear 
that it is difficult to accurately evaluate the long-term deflection of full-scale structures using the 
conventional shrinkage strain prediction formulae based on small-scale laboratory creep tests. 

 
2 Basic Concept and New Method of Calculation 
 
 In the 2012 Specifications, the fundamental principle for the calculation of long-term displacement 

and deformation produced by the interaction of various physico-chemical phenomena that progress 
in time and space is to use a method that faithfully takes into consideration the relevant microscopic 
phenomena as much as possible. Such methods include detailed calculation methods (for example, 
multi-scale integrated analysis), or simplified calculation methods using new shrinkage strain 
prediction equations based on multi-scale integrated analysis. 

 
3 Calculation of Long-term Displacement and Deformation 
 

(1) Detailed calculation method: Multi-scale integrated analysis 
 
 In multi-scale integrated analysis, the environmental state quantities of temperature and 

humidity are calculated as solutions satisfying equations of conservation of mass, energy, and 
momentum corresponding to each time point and each location. This calculated information is 
passed to a rheology model in accordance with the moisture behavior properties at each void 
scale. Then the acting stress information together with the creep deformation at each location is 
calculated. In other words, in multi-scale integrated analysis, autogenous shrinkage, drying 
shrinkage, and creep itself determine the structural response calculated as the behavior of a 
substance having microstructure. 

 

 
Fig. 1  Scheme of time-dependent modeling associated with thermo-hydro states2) 
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 M. Ohno reported that it is possible to accurately calculate the long-term deflection of PC long 
span bridges, as shown in Fig. 2, using multi-scale integrated analysis that can take into 
consideration the mutual coupling of phenomena at different dimensions ranging from the 
thermodynamic state within microscopic voids up to the macroscopic structural response3). 

 

 
(a) Tsukiyono Bridge (b) Konaru Bridge (c) Fukutani Bridge 

 
Fig. 2  Scheme of time-dependent modeling associated with thermo-hydro states3) 

 
(2) Simplified calculation methods: Structural analysis methods using fiber models 

 
 Calculation methods for simply obtaining the long-term displacement and deformation divide a 

member cross-section into several parts taking into consideration mechanical resistance and 
environmental conditions (temperature, humidity). The effect of concrete shrinkage and creep 
are applied as input values in accordance with the environmental conditions for each part. Then 
the displacement and deformation is calculated from the curvature produced by the difference 
in shrinkage within the cross-section using the following calculation methods (i) to (iii). 

 
(i) Method of calculating the long-term deflection of a concrete member 
 
 The long-term deflection of concrete is calculated taking into consideration the effect of 

concrete shrinkage and the effect of creep. Normally it may be calculated from equation 
(1). 

 
 

 (1) 
 

 Where δt : long-term displacement, δL : displacement due to external forces, φt : creep 
coefficient used for long-term deformation calculation, and δSH : displacement due to 
shrinkage. 

 
(ii) Method of calculating the displacement due to concrete shrinkage 

 
 As shown in Equation (2), in accordance with the member age, the displacement due to 

concrete shrinkage is calculated from the second order integral of the curvature produced 
by the difference in shrinkage strain arising from the difference in drying conditions and 
the constraint conditions of the steel members in each part of the cross-section. 

 
 (2) 

 
 Where, δSH : displacement due to shrinkage strain, φSH : curvature due to shrinkage strain 
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 Also, the change of the concrete shrinkage strain is obtained by superimposing 

coefficients representing the change of the concrete drying shrinkage strain and the 
change of the shrinkage under sealed conditions. In the case of normal concrete using 
ordinary cement, this may be calculated from Equation (3). 

 
 (3) 

 
 Where ε’s(t) : concrete shrinkage strain (×10-6) at member age t, ε’ds(t, t0) : strain (×10-6) 

due to concrete drying shrinkage at member age t, ε’as(t, ts) : concrete shrinkage strain 
(×10-6) under sealed conditions from start of setting until the member age t. Note that the 
strain due to concrete drying shrinkage at member age t, and the shrinkage strain under 
concrete sealed conditions up to member age t may be calculated using Equations (4) and 
(5) respectively. 

 
a) Strain due to concrete drying shrinkage at member age t 

 
 (4) 

 

 
 

𝛼𝑑𝑠 =
1

(𝑉/𝑆)2
,200 − 2.7

𝑊
𝐶
3 where  𝛼𝑑𝑠 ≥ 0.0002 

 
 
𝛽!" = 0.0074  𝑊/𝐶 + 0.00058  V/S + 0.25 

 
𝜅!" = 1 + 𝑎!" 𝑉/𝑆 − 25  

 

 
 

 Where ε’dsh∞ : final value of the shrinkage strain (×10-6) due to drying shrinkage of a 100
×100×400 mm square prism, t : concrete member age (days), t0 : member age at start of 
drying shrinkage (days), αds, βds : coefficient representing the drying shrinkage strain 
progression properties, κds : coefficient related to the final value of the drying shrinkage 
strain, W/C : water cement ratio (%), V/S : volume to surface area ratio (mm), RH : 
relative humidity (%). 

 
b) Shrinkage strain under concrete sealed conditions up to the member age t 

 
 (5) 

 

 
 

𝛼𝑎𝑠 = 0.020  𝑊/𝐶   − 0.75,where  𝛼𝑎𝑠 ≥ 0.1  
 

𝛽!" = −0.0085  𝑊/𝐶   + 0.76 
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𝜅!" = 1 + 𝑎!" 𝑉/𝑆 − 25  

 

 
 

 Where ε’ash∞ : final value of the shrinkage strain (×10-6) under sealed conditions of a 100
×100×400 mm square prism, t : concrete member age (days), ts : commencement of 
setting (days), αas, βas : coefficients representing the shrinkage progression properties 
under sealed conditions, κas : coefficient related to the final value of shrinkage under 
sealed conditions, γ : coefficient representing the effect of the type of cement and 
admixtures (may be taken to be 1.0 in the case of ordinary Portland cement only), W/C : 
water cement ratio (%), V/S : volume to surface area ratio (mm), RH : relative humidity 
(%). 

 
 Note that the range of application of Equations (4) and (5) are water cement ratio: 35% 

≦ W/C ≦ 60%, relative humidity: 50% ≦ RH ≦ 80%, temperature: 15°C ≦ T 
≦ 25°C, volume surface area ratio: 35mm ≦ V/S ≦ 300 mm, and minimum member 
thickness: 100 mm ≦ d1. 

 
(iii) Method of calculating concrete creep 

 
 It is necessary to take into consideration the effect on concrete creep of the movement 

and dissipation of moisture in accordance with the structure. Normally it may be 
calculated from Equation (6). 

 
 (6) 

 
 Where φt : creep coefficient used in calculating the long-term displacement, φ : creep 

coefficient, α : coefficient taking into consideration the long-term progression in 
accordance with the state of drying of the structure, may be 1.0 or higher. 
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